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Abstract
Weighted recursive trees are built by adding successively vertices with predetermined weights
to a tree: each new vertex is attached to a parent chosen randomly proportionally to its weight.
Under some assumptions on the sequence of weights, the first order for the height of such trees
has been recently established in [35] by one of the authors. In this paper, we obtain the second and
third orders in the asymptotic expansion of the height of weighted recursive trees, under similar
assumptions. Our methods are inspired from those used to prove similar results for branching
random walks. Our results also apply to a related model of growing trees, called the preferential
attachment tree with additive fitnesses.
1 Introduction
Models of growing random trees have been widely studied for their connections with algorithms [13]
and networks [16]; they have been used to model, among others, epidemic spread [29] and pyramid
schemes [19]. See the survey [36] and the book [15] for a review of the literature. In this paper, we
consider a large family of such models that generalizes some well-studied cases, such as the uniform
recursive tree or the plane oriented recursive tree, whose study dates back at least to [30] and [37]
respectively. For these simpler models, the first order for the height has been proved by Pittel [33]
and the second and third orders in the asymptotic expansion can be deduced from similar results
for the maximum of branching random walks. The models of trees that we consider here can be
seen as inhomogeneous versions of these simpler ones. The first order for their height has been
obtained recently in [35] by one of the authors, and we prove here that the second and third orders
are still similar to those appearing in the maximum of branching random walks, even though no
direct connection can be used in this case. We first present our model and results, and then discuss
in more details some related works from the literature, as well as the link between our model and
branching random walks.
1.1 Definition of the model and assumptions
Definition of WRTs. Let us define the model of weighted recursive trees, first introduced in [7]
by Borovkov and Vatutin. For any sequence of non-negative real numbers (wn)n≥1 with w1 > 0,
we define the distribution WRT((wn)n≥1) on sequences of growing rooted trees, which is called the
weighted recursive tree with weights (wn)n≥1. We construct a sequence of rooted trees (Tn)n≥1 starting
from T1 containing only one root-vertex u1 and let it evolve in the following manner: the tree Tn+1 is
obtained from Tn by adding a vertex un+1 with label n + 1. The father of this new vertex is chosen to
be the vertex with label Kn+1, where
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, P(Kn+1 = k | Tn) ∝ wk.
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Whenever we have any sequence of real numbers (xn)n≥1, we write x = (xn)n≥1 in a bold font
as a shorthand for the sequence itself, and (Xn)n≥1 with a capital letter to denote the sequence of
partial sums defined for all n ≥ 1 as Xn := ∑ni=1 xi. In particular, we do so for sequences of weights
(wn)n≥1, so that Wn always denotes the sum of the n first weights. Some of our assumptions are
expressed using the Landau big-O notation: we write xn = O(yn) if there exists a constant C such
that |xn| ≤ C|yn| for all n ≥ 1.
Assumptions. We are going to assume that we work with a sequence w which satisfies the follow-
ing assumption for some γ > 0,























eθ − 1 − θeθ
)
= 0. (1.1)
Under assumption (H1,γ) on the sequence of weights (wn)n≥1, it was shown in [35] that the total








Our results consist in computing the next order terms for the asymptotic behaviour (1.2), which con-
tains a logarithmic correction followed by a term of constant order. This is contained is the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (H1,γ) and (H2), the following sequence of random variables is tight
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In the case of the upper bound for the height, we have a more precise result, requiring only assump-
tion (H1,γ), which gives an explicit bound for the tail distribution of the height. This bound should
be optimal up to the value of the constant C = C(w).
Theorem 2. Under assumption (H1,γ), there exists C > 0 such that for any n, b ≥ 1,
P
(
ht(Tn) ≥ γeθ log n −
3
2θ




The next theorem ensures that the set of vertices in the tree Tn that are close the the maximal height
are not all close parents, meaning that some of them have a most recent common ancestor that is of
height of constant order. This has the effect that the diameter of the tree is close to twice its height
(which is an obvious upper-bound for the diameter). This is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Under assumptions (H1,γ) and (H2), the following sequence of random variables is tight
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The case of i.i.d. weights. A natural setting to consider is to consider the case where we run the
model starting with an i.i.d. random sequence of weights (wn)n≥1, say with law µ on (0 , ∞). In this
case it is quite easy to check that, if µ admits a moment of order 2, then the random sequence (wn)n≥1
almost surely satisfies (H1,γ) with γ = 1, and also (H2). Remark that the value of θ associated to
γ = 1 by (1.1) is θ = 1. This directly allows to apply Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 in this setting.
If µ only has a moment of order 1 + ǫ for some positive ǫ, then we still have the fact that the
random sequence (wn)n≥1 almost surely satisfies (H1,γ) with γ = 1. In this case, we get that the
result of Theorem 2 holds conditionally on the sequence (wn)n≥1. Integrating this over the sequence





ht(Tn) ≥ e log n −
3
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Remark that this statement in the case of random weights is weaker than the one for deterministic
weights, as the speed of the convergence to 0 is not explicit here. In the statement of Theorem 2, the
constant C appearing on the right-hand-side depends on the sequence of weights in a non-explicit
way, and getting the same tail bound as in Theorem 2 would require to integrate the value of this
non-explicit function over the law of the sequence (wn)n≥1.
1.3 Application to preferential attachment trees
We introduce here another family of growing trees and explain how to apply the results of Theorem 1,
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 to this other setting.
Definition of PATs. Let us define a process on growing random trees called the preferential attach-
ment tree with additive fitnesses, or PAT for short. This model depends on a sequence a = (ai)i≥1
of non-negative numbers, which represent the initial fitnesses of the vertices. For non-constant se-
quences a, this model was introduced for the first time in [16] by Ergün and Rodgers. As before,
we iteratively construct a sequence of rooted trees (Pn)n≥1 starting from P1 containing only one root-
vertex u1 labelled 1, and evolving in the following manner. The tree Pn+1 is obtained from Pn by
adding a vertex un+1 with label n + 1. The father of this new vertex is chosen to be the vertex with
label Jn+1, where
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, P(Jn+1 = k | Pn) ∝ deg+Pn(uk) + ak,
where deg+
Pn
(uk) denotes the out-degree of uk in the tree Pn. In the particular case where n = 1, let us
set J2 = 1, even in the case a1 = 0 for which the last display does not make sense.
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Connection with WRTs with a random sequence of weights. Let us first recall what Beta distri-
butions are. For a, b > 0, the distribution Beta(a, b) has density Γ(a+b)
Γ(a)Γ(b)
· xa−1(1 − x)b−1 · 1{0≤x≤1}
with respect to Lebesgue measure. If b = 0 and a > 0, we use the convention that the distribution
Beta(a, b) is a Dirac mass at 1.
Now, [35, Theorem 1] tells us the following. For any sequence a of fitnesses, we define the associ-
















where the (βk)k≥1 are independent with respective distribution Beta(Ak + k, ak+1), and Ak := ∑
k
i=1 ai.
Then, the distributions PAT(a) and WRT(wa) coincide.
The strategy to apply our results to preferential attachment trees is to use this connection and
to check that under some assumptions on the sequence a, the corresponding random sequence of
weights (wan)n≥1 almost surely satisfies the assumptions of our theorems.











for some ζ > 0 and some δ > 0. Then [35, Proposition 2] tells us that under this assumption for the
sequence a, the random sequence (wan)n≥1 almost surely satisfies (H1,γ) with γ = ζζ+1 . This allows us
to apply Theorem 2 to preferential attachment trees with any sequence of fitnesses satisfying (HPAT1,ζ ),
and obtain the following corollary.





ht(Pn) ≥ γeθ log n −
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with γ = ζζ+1 and θ defined from γ as in (1.1).
In order to also get the lower bound given by Theorem 1, we need to assume some additional




a2i = O(n). (HPAT2 )
The following lemma, proved in the appendix, then ensures that under (HPAT1,ζ ) and (HPAT2 ), the ran-
dom sequence (wan)n≥1 almost surely satisfies (H2), so that the assumptions of Theorem 1 and Theo-
rem 3 are satisfied.

















This allows us to get the following analog of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 in the context of prefer-
ential attachment trees.
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Corollary 6. Under the assumptions (HPAT1,ζ ) and (HPAT2 ) for the sequence of fitnesses a, the sequences
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are tight, where γ = ζζ+1 and θ is defined from γ as in (1.1).
The case of i.i.d. fitnesses. As for the case of WRTs, a natural model is to start from a sequence
a = (ai)i≥1 that is i.i.d. with some distribution µ over [0 , ∞) that is not concentrated on 0. From
the discussion above, we see that if µ has a moment of order 1 + ǫ for some positive ǫ, then (HPAT1,ζ )
holds almost surely and Corollary 4 applies where ζ is the first moment of µ. If furthermore µ has a
second moment, then a satisfies (HPAT2 ) almost surely and so, thanks to Lemma 5, the conclusions of
Corollary 6 hold.
1.4 Related works and comments
An asymptotic expansion for the height of recursive trees identical to Theorem 1 has already been
obtained for some specific models. The first result of this type has been shown by Drmota [14] and
Reed [34] for binary search trees: these trees are a sequence of random subtrees of the infinite binary
tree, recursively built by adding new vertices uniformly at random among all the possible sites. Note
that these trees do not enter in the framework of WRTs. The simplest WRT is the uniform recursive
tree, obtained by taking all weights equal to 1. In this case, the asymptotic expansion has been
obtained by Addario-Berry and Ford [1]. Slight modifications of the uniform recursive tree have
also been covered: Hoppe trees, where all weights except w1 equal 1, have been studied in [25], and
another extension, where finitely many weights are different from 1, in [20].
The asymptotic expansion in Theorem 1 is also similar to the one for the maximal position in
a branching Brownian motion [9, 8] or a branching random walk [21, 2, 4]. More generally, this
behaviour for the maximum is shared by the universality class of log-correlated fields, see [6] for a
review. For this large class of models, the maximum should behave asymptotically as
v log n − 3
2βc
log log n + O(1), (1.5)
where n is the number of particles involved, v is a constant depending on the model and βc is the
critical inverse temperature of the system. The fact that in our case βc = θ can be seen from the fact
that θ is the smallest real number such that a vertex ui chosen in Tn proportionally to
wi
Wn
eθ ht(ui) has a
height asymptotically equivalent to ht(Tn), see Lemma 9 and [35]. Furthermore, note that the precise
upper tail in Theorem 2 is known to be optimal for branching random walks, up to the value of the
constant.
Connections between recursive trees and branching processes have been widely used since the
works of Pittel [32, 33] and Devroye [11, 12, 13]. In particular the height of the uniform recursive tree
can be deduced from the counterpart for branching random walks as follows. Consider a continuous-
time branching random walk, starting with one particle at position 0 at time 0 and where each particle
lives during an exponential time with parameter 1, during which it stays at the position h where it
was born, and then splits into two particles at positions h and h + 1. If τn denotes the first time where
n particles are alive in this branching random walk, then the distribution of the positions of the
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particles at time τn is the same as the distribution of the heights of vertices in the uniform recursive
tree Tn. Since τn = log n + O(1) in probability, the asymptotic development in Theorem 1 for the
uniform recursive tree follows directly from the result of Aïdékon [4]. Note that Addario-Berry and
Ford [1] used a different connection with branching random walks to prove the asymptotic expansion
for the height of the uniform recursive tree.
It is important to note that in the case of a general WRT, we cannot directly deduce Theorem 1
from the result for branching random walks. We can still link the tree Tn to an inhomogeneous
continuous-time branching random walk defined as follows. Let Exp(λ) denote the exponential
distribution with parameter λ. We start with one particle at position 0 at time 0 with an Exp(w1)
lifetime. When a particle at position h with an Exp(wi) lifetime dies, it split into two particles, one
at h with an Exp(wi) lifetime and another at h + 1 with an Exp(wk) lifetime, if this is the (k − 1)-th
death event in the whole process. Then, with τn defined as before, the distribution of the positions of
the particles at time τn is the same as the distribution of the heights of the vertices in the tree Tn with
distribution WRT((wn)n≥1). However, in addition to being inhomogeneous, the branching random
walk defined here does not satisfy the branching property: the progeny of a particle depends on the
progeny of the other particles alive at the same time. Consequently, results from the literature cannot
be directly applied to this model. Nonetheless, we managed to adapt the methods used to prove
asymptotics for the maximum of branching random walks (e.g. in [4]) directly in context of weighted
recursive trees, see Section 1.5 for an overview of the proof.
In the case of preferential attachment trees with additive fitnesses with a constant sequence a, we
believe that the same type of comparison with a branching random walk as above could lead directly
to the asymptotic expansion (1.5); however, we have failed to find a reference for that fact in the
literature. For non-constant sequences a, deterministic or i.i.d., this connection would break down
and obtaining such an asymptotic expansion would again not straightforwardly follow from known
results.
A natural question is the convergence in distribution of the height of weighted recursive trees
after centering as in Theorem 1. This convergence has been proved for branching Brownian motion
[8, 23] and for non-lattice branching random walks [4] and the limit is a randomly shifted Gumbel
random variable. In the case of a lattice branching random walk (such as the ones mentioned be-
fore), no general result has been established so far and one can only hope that the centered height
oscillates around a non-universal limiting distribution [26, 10]. For recursive trees, this convergence
is known only for binary search trees: it has been shown by Drmota [14], via analytic methods, and
by Corre [10], who uses the connection with a similar continuous-time branching random walk as
the one above and gives a different description of the limit than that of Drmota.
Last, let us mention some other contributions about WRTs that investigate other properties than
the height, under various assumptions for the behaviour of the sequence of weights (wn)n≥1. The
model of WRT has been introduced by Borovkov and Vatutin in [7], in which they study the asymp-
totic behaviour of the height of the n-th vertex, as well as some properties on the degree of vertices
in the tree, under the assumption that the weights have a certain product form. Recently, Mailler
and Uribe Bravo [28] proved the convergence of the weighted profile of the tree to a Gaussian, in the
sense of weak convergence, for a variety of random sequences (wn)n≥1 that exhibit a very wide range
of asymptotic behaviours. Convergence of the profile in a strong sense is also proved in [35], under
assumptions that ensure that the weights behave more or less polynomially, similar to the ones in
this paper. Also recently, Lodewijks and Ortgiese studied in [27] a similar model of weighted ran-
dom graphs (which contains the case of trees) under the assumption that (wn)n≥1 is i.i.d. with some
distribution µ. Under a first moment assumption on µ, they prove the convergence of the empirical
distribution of the degrees and the weights of vertices in the graph. They also describe the behaviour
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of the maximal degree under several different assumptions for the tail of µ. The convergence of the
degree distribution in the i.i.d. setting can also be seen as a particular case of some results by Iyer
in [22] and by Fountoulakis, Iyer, Mailler and Sulzbach in [18], both times proved in a more general
model of growing graphs.
1.5 Overview of the paper
The paper is mainly dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1 concerning the height of weighted recursive
trees and this proof is split into two parts: the upper bound and the lower bound. For the upper
bound, we actually prove Theorem 2 which implies the upper bound in Theorem 1. Theorem 3,
concerning the diameter of the trees, is a byproduct of the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1.
Concerning preferential attachment trees, the only result we need to show is Lemma 5 and it is proved
in Appendix A.
Our strategy is to adapt the methods used to prove the asymptotic expansion of the maximum
of a branching random walk and, for this, we rely on the same basic tools: many-to-one and many-
to-two lemmas. These lemmas, established in Section 2, allow us to compute the first and second






· eθ ht(ui) · F(ht(ui(1)), ht(ui(2)), . . . , ht(ui(n))),
where ui(k) denotes the closest ancestor of ui in Tk, and F is a real-valued function. We call the se-
quence (ht(ui(1)), . . . , ht(ui(n))) the trajectory of vertex ui in the construction of Tn. The first moment
of the quantity appearing in the last display is expressed in terms of E[F(H1, H2, . . . , Hn)], where
(Hi)i≥1 is a time-inhomogeneous random walk, whose step distributions depend on the wi’s. The
expression for the second moment involves two random walks that coincide at the beginning of their
trajectory and that are then only weakly dependent: this differs from the behaviour observed in
branching random walks where the trajectories of two different particles are independent after their
splitting point. These lemmas rely on a coupling result from [28], which describes a joint construction
of the tree as well as two distinguished vertices in the tree, in a way that makes the trajectory of those
vertices easy to analyze.
In Section 3, we prove Theorem 2, which implies the upper bound in Theorem 1. Its proof relies
only on first moment calculations using the many-to-one lemma. The first step is to prove that for
K large enough, with high probability, for any n ≥ 1 we have ht(un) ≤ γeθ log n + K, and we then
work on this event in order to prevent the first moment from blowing up. The end of the argument
is then close to the method used by Aïdékon [4] for branching random walks: we use a first moment
calculation on the number of high vertices on the aforementioned event, dealing separately with
vertices whose trajectory reach a high point too soon, each leading to a large cluster of high vertices.
The lower bound in Theorem 1 is established in Section 4. We use a first and second moment
calculation on a well-chosen quantity Qn, which is the total weight of sufficiently high vertices in Tn
whose trajectory has stayed below an appropriate barrier (see (4.2)). For the branching random walk,
this calculation usually shows that P(Qn > 0) ≥ c with c a positive constant and one can conclude
using the branching property: wait until there is a large number N of particles alive and then each
of these particle has a probability c of having a very high descendant, independently of each other.
In our case, this second step of the argument is harder to justify: the subtrees rooted at the N first
vertices are not independent and do not necessarily satisfy our assumptions (some of them can even
be finite). Therefore, we use a different approach to show directly that P(Qn > 0) → 1 as n → ∞.
This can be shown via a first and second moment calculation on Qn only if typically the most recent
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common ancestor of two vertices contributing to Qn is the root. To this end, we first choose a very
constraining barrier so that the most recent common ancestor has to be typically in the first O(1)
vertices. Then, we consider a modified tree T
(N)
n , where we transfer the weights of the N first vertices
to the root. We actually do our calculation on this tree, for which the most recent common ancestor
of two vertices contributing to Qn is the root with high probability when N → ∞. Since the height of
T
(N)
n is stochastically dominated by the height of Tn, this is sufficient.
In Section 5, we prove Theorem 3 showing that the diameter of the tree is twice its height, up to
a O(1) term. The upper bound is trivial and the lower bound follows from the fact that, in the tree
T
(N)
n , we can find with high probability two very high vertices whose most recent common ancestor
is the root.
We also need precise estimates for the time-inhomogeneous random walks appearing in the
many-to-one and many-to-two lemmas. These random walks have Bernoulli jumps with smaller
and smaller parameters and therefore known results cannot be directly applied. In Section 6, we
compare these random walks with a time-homogeneous random walk with Poisson jumps to estab-
lish these estimates. Note that this section has to be written in a relative generality, so that the same
result can be applied in different contexts in the paper.
Throughout the paper, C and c denote positive constants that can only depend on the weights
(wi)i≥1 and that can change from line to line. Typically, C should be thought as sufficiently large and
c as sufficiently small. For sequences (an)n≥1 and (bn)n≥1 of real numbers, we say that an = O(bn) as
n → ∞ if there is a constant C, depending only on the weights (wi)i≥1, such that |an| ≤ C|bn| for any
n ≥ 1.
2 Distinguished points and many-to-few lemmas
2.1 Some terminology
Recursive trees. Recursive trees on n vertices are rooted trees whose vertices are labeled with the
integers 1 to n such that the labels along any path starting from the root form a strictly increasing
sequence. We denote Tn the set of such trees. Note that the root is necessarily the vertex with label 1.
According to these definitions, the sequence (Tn)n≥1 constructed in the introduction takes its values
in
⋃
n≥1 Tn. Let us also introduce
T
•
n := {(t, u) | t ∈ Tn, u ∈ t}, and T••n := {(t, u, v) | t ∈ Tn, u ∈ t, v ∈ t},
the set of recursive trees of size n endowed with respectively one or two distinguished vertices.
Labels and ancestors of a vertices. For any (t, u) ∈ T•n, we write lab(u) for the label of vertex u
in the tree t, which is an integer between 1 and n. For any k ≤ n we write u(k) for the most recent
ancestor of u that has label smaller or equal to k. For any (t, u, v) ∈ T••n , we denote u ∧ v the most
recent common ancestor of u and v in the tree t.
2.2 Model with two distinguished vertices
Let us introduce a very useful construction of the trees (Tn)n≥1 which is coupled with the choice of
some distinguished vertices on those trees. It is due to Mailler and Uribe Bravo [28, Section 2.4]. For
n ≥ 2, let Bn and B̃n be two independent Bernoulli random variables with parameter wnWn , independent
for all n ≥ 2. For n ≥ 1, let Jn be a random variable on {1, . . . , n} such that P(Jn = k) = wkWn , also
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independent of all other random variables. We define a sequence ((Tn, Dn, D̃n))n≥1, where at each time
n ≥ 1 we have (Tn, Dn, D̃n) ∈ T••n , by the following procedure.
• The tree with distinguished vertex (T1, D1, D̃1) is the only recursive tree with one vertex and the
vertices D1 and D̃1 are equal to this vertex.
• At every step n ≥ 1, conditionally on (Tn, Dn, D̃n),
– if (Bn+1, B̃n+1) = (1, 0), the tree Tn+1 is obtained by attaching a new vertex un+1 to the
distinguished vertex Dn, and setting Dn+1 = un+1, and D̃n+1 = D̃n,
– if (Bn+1, B̃n+1) = (0, 1), the tree Tn+1 is obtained by attaching a new vertex un+1 to the
distinguished vertex D̃n, and setting Dn+1 = Dn, and D̃n+1 = un+1,
– if (Bn+1, B̃n+1) = (0, 0), the tree Tn+1 is obtained by attaching a new vertex un+1 to the
vertex uJn , and setting Dn+1 = Dn, and D̃n+1 = D̃n,
– if (Bn+1, B̃n+1) = (1, 1), the tree Tn+1 is obtained by attaching a new vertex un+1 to the
distinguished vertex Dn, and setting Dn+1 = un+1, and D̃n+1 = un+1.
The following proposition is [28, Proposition 9], slightly rephrased for our purposes.
Proposition 7. [28, Proposition 9] The sequence (Tn)n≥1 defined above has distribution WRT(w).
Furthermore, for any n ≥ 1, conditionally on Tn, the points Dn and D̃n are sampled on Tn with
distribution µn, where µn is the probability measure supported on Tn such that for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have
µn({uk}) = wkWn . This entails that for any n ≥ 1 and any function Φ : T
••














For a function Ψ : T•n → R, this can be re-written as









Remarks about the construction. In the previous construction, we can remark that the sequence
(Dn)n≥1 is non-decreasing in the genealogical order so that for any k ≤ n we have Dn(k) = Dk. This is
not the case for (D̃n)n≥1. Also, we can write





Denoting In := max{1 ≤ k ≤ n : Bk = B̃k = 1} with the convention that B1 = B̃1 = 1 to make the last
set non-empty, we can also write




i=2 Bi if k ≤ In
∑
In




Note that In is equal to lab(Dn ∧ D̃n), the label of the most recent common ancestor between Dn and
D̃n.
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2.3 Change of measures and many-to-one
Change of measure. For any n ≥ 1 the tree with two distinguished vertices (Tn, Dn, D̃n) defined
above only depends on the sequences (Bi)2≤i≤n, (B̃i)2≤i≤n and (Ji)1≤i≤n−1. We can introduce Pθ in


































Then, under this new measure, the random variables (B̃i)2≤i≤n and (Ji)1≤i≤n still have the same
distribution and (Bi)2≤i≤n are independent Bernoulli r.v. with respective parameter pi where
pi :=
eθ wiWi
1 + (eθ − 1) wiWi
. (2.6)
Remark 8. In general, we could define Pz in the same way for any other value z ∈ R but in this won’t be
needed for our analysis.
Many-to-one. Let us first focus on the case of one distinguished point and use Proposition 7 for
functions Ψ which are defined in such a way that, for any (t, u) ∈ T•n,
Ψ(t, u) = F(ht(u(1)), ht(u(2)), . . . , ht(u(n))),














= Zn · Eθ [Ψ(Tn, Dn)]
= Zn · Eθ [F(ht(Dn(1)), ht(Dn(2)), . . . , ht(Dn(n)))]
Using the description of the sequence (ht(Dn(k)))1≤k≤n from the sequence (B2, B3, . . . , Bn) in (2.3) and
the description (2.6) of the distribution of (B2, B3, . . . , Bn) under Pθ yields the following statement.








· eθ ht(ui) · F(ht(ui(1)), ht(ui(2)), . . . , ht(ui(n)))
]
= Zn · E[F(H1, H2, . . . , Hn)],






for (Ui) i.i.d. uniform random variables on the interval (0 , 1) and (pi) defined in (2.6).
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2.4 Many-to-two
Let us now apply the same line of reasoning in the case of two distinguished points. We fix a function
F : Nn → R and we define a function Ψ : T•n → R by
Ψ(t, u) := F(ht(u(1)), ht(u(2)), . . . , ht(u(n))). (2.7)
Let us also fix a function f : J1 , nK → R. We can use (2.1) for the function Φ : T••n → R such that for
every (t, u, v) ∈ T••n ,
















f (In) · eθ ht(Dn) · eθ ht(D̃n) · Ψ(Tn, Dn) · Ψ(Tn, D̃n)
]
= Zn · Eθ
[






Pθ(In = ℓ) · f (ℓ) · Eθ
[
eθ ht(D̃n) · Ψ(Tn, Dn) · Ψ(Tn, D̃n) | In = ℓ
]
, (2.8)
where we can compute








and recalling the definition of pi in (2.6), with the convention that p1 = 1.
We can then rewrite the expression appearing in the ℓ-th term of the sum appearing in (2.8) as
Eθ
[




eθ ht(D̃n) · F(ht(Dn(1)), . . . , ht(Dn(n))) · F(ht(D̃n(1)), . . . , ht(D̃n(n))) | In = ℓ
]
.
The random variables in the conditional expectation of the last display only depend on the sequences
of Bernoulli random variables (B2, . . . , Bn) and (B̃2, . . . , B̃n) and so does the conditioning. By working






n · F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H̃ℓ1, . . . , H̃ℓn)
]
(2.10)
where the sequences (Hℓi )1≤i≤n and (H̃
ℓ
i )1≤i≤n are defined from two sequences (Ui) and (Vi) of i.i.d.











pi for i < ℓ,
1 for i = ℓ,
pi(1−qi)











if i > ℓ,
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where q̃ℓi := qi1{Ui>pℓi } = qi · 1{Hℓi =Hℓi−1} for all ℓ+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Remark that the (p
ℓ
i )2≤i≤n are determin-
























n−H̃ℓℓ) · F(H̃ℓ1, . . . , H̃ℓn)
∣∣∣ (Hℓi )1≤i≤n
]

































Hℓi if i ≤ ℓ,
Hℓ
ℓ
+ ∑ij=ℓ+1 1{Vj≤ p̃ℓj} if i > ℓ.
where p̃ℓi :=
eθ q̃ℓi
1 + (eθ − 1)q̃ℓi
= pi · 1{Hℓi =Hℓi−1}. (2.12)
















1 + (eθ − 1)qi1{Hℓi =Hℓi−1}
)
· F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H
ℓ





This yields the following statement.






















1 + (eθ − 1)qi1{Hℓi =Hℓi−1}
)
· F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H
ℓ





where the random sequences (Hℓi )1≤i≤n and (H
ℓ
i )1≤i≤n appearing above are defined in (2.11) and in (2.12),
respectively.
3 Upper bound for the height
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2, which implies in particular the upper bound in Theo-
rem 1. Hence, we work under assumption (H1,γ), but not necessarily under assumption (H2).
3.1 Preliminaries
We first state several consequences of assumption (H1,γ), which guarantees the existence of λ > 0




































p2j ≤ Cn−α, (3.3)





We will use these bounds repetitively throughout the section, sometimes without mentioning them.
Recall the random walk (Hi)i≥1, that appears after applying the many-to-one lemma (see
Lemma 9), has Bernoulli(pi) jumps. In order to work with an approximately time-homogeneous
and centered random walk, we introduce, for any k ≥ 0,
ik := inf
{







where in particular i0 = 1, and
Sk := Hik − k. (3.5)
This random walk fits the framework of Section 6 with j = (ik)k≥0 and r = (pj)j≥2.
We will need the following estimates for this time change. Note that (3.3) implies that
k − C ≤ γeθ log ik ≤ k + C. (3.6)
For any n ≥ 1, let τ(n) denote the smallest integer t such that it ≥ n. It follows from (3.6) that
γeθ log n − C ≤ τ(n) ≤ γeθ log n + C. (3.7)
Moreover, in our case, the quantities introduced in (6.1) that appear in the estimates for the random
walk (Sk)k≥0 can be bounded as follows
δk ≤ pik ≤ Ce−ck, ∆k ≤ 1 and ηk ≤ C exp(−ckc), (3.8)
using (3.4), (3.6) and (3.3).
Remark 11. We will repetitively need upper bounds for quantities of the form
E
[
eθ ht(un)F(ht(un(i0)), ht(un(i1)), . . . , ht(un(is−1)))g(ht(un))
]
, (3.9)
with n ≥ 1, s := τ(n) and F : Rs → R+ and g : R → R+ measurable functions. In order to avoid
the repetition of the same argument let us explain here how we will proceed. Using the dynamics of the




. Note that in that case we have ht(un) = ht(uj(n − 1)) + 1. Taking the conditional
































applying the many-to-one lemma (Lemma 9). Finally, noting that Wis /Wn−1 ≤ C for any n ≥ 2 and using
(3.2), (3.6) and (3.7), we get
E
[








3.2 Introducing the first barrier
Lemma 12. Recall τ(n) := min{t ∈ N : it ≥ n}. There exists C > 0, such that, for any integer K ≥ 0,
P(∃n ≥ 1 : ht(un) > τ(n) + K) ≤ C(K + 1)e−θK.
Note that by (3.7), a similar statement could be made with γeθ log n instead of τ(n). However,
this formulation is more convenient to prove and fits exactly our future purpose.
Proof. Let B := {∃n ≥ 1 : ht(un) > τ(n) + K} denote the event we want to control. Distinguishing
according to the first integer n such that ht(un) > τ(n) + K, we have B =
⋃
n≥2 Bn where we set
Bn := {ht(un) > τ(n) + K, ∀m < n, ht(um) ≤ τ(m) + K}.
On the event Bn, we have ht(un(n − 1)) ≤ τ(n − 1) + K ≤ τ(n) + K. But, on the other hand, note
that ht(un(n − 1)) = ht(un)− 1 so we necessarily have ht(un) = τ(n) + K + 1. Hence, keeping only
part of the constraints, we have
P(Bn) ≤ P(ht(un) = τ(n) + K + 1, ∀k < τ(n), ht(un(ik)) ≤ k + K)




≤ e−θ(τ(n)+K+1) · Cnγ(eθ−1)P
(
Hiτ(n) + 1 = τ(n) + K + 1, ∀k < τ(n), Hik ≤ k + K
)
,
applying (3.10). Recalling the definition of the walk (Sk) in (3.5), this last probability equals
P
(
Sτ(n) = τ(n) + K, ∀k < τ(n), Sk ≤ K
)
≤ C(K + 1)
τ(n)3/2
,





and the result follows by summing over n ≥ 2.
3.3 Proof of the upper bound for the height








Lemma 13. There exists constants C, c > 0 such that for any integers 0 ≤ K ≤ a, L ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1, we
have, setting t := τ(n),
P
(
∃u ∈ Tn : ht(u) = t − xn + a, max
k∈[0,t]
ht(u(ik))− k ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,t]
ht(u(ik))− k = −xn + a + L
)
≤ C(1 + K)e−θL/4e−θa.
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The proof of this lemma is very close to the proof of Lemma 3.3 of Aïdékon [4] for the branching
random walk, up to additional technicalities due to our model.
Proof. For brevity, we introduce Sk(u) := ht(u(ik)) − k, which is exactly what will be transformed
into Sk after applying the many-to-one lemma. Let E denote the event we are interested in. We first
distinguish according to the instant j ∈ [t/2, t] where maxk∈[t/2,t] Sk(u) is reached: we introduce, for
any 1 ≤ m ≤ n, the event
Ej(m) :=
{
St(um) = −xn + a, max
k∈[0,t]
Sk(um) ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,t]
Sk(um) = Sj(um) = −xn + a + L
}
and then Ej :=
⋃

















which satisfies b > L for any L ≥ 0. Moreover, we can restrict ourselves to the case where L ≤
K − a + xn, otherwise the probability in the lemma is simply zero. This implies that L ≤ xn and
therefore b ≤ 2θ (log n)3/4 + 1. Hence, we consider from now n large enough (independently of
K, a, L) such that b ≤ t/8. The case where n is small is immediate by choosing the constant C in the
lemma large enough.





















We fix some m ∈ J1, nK and let s = τ(m) be the smallest integer such that is ≥ m. If s ≤ t − L − 1,
note that, on the event Ej(m), we have
St−L−1(um) = ht(um)− t + L + 1 = St(um) + L + 1 = −xn + a + L + 1,
which is a contradiction because t − L − 1 ≥ t − b − 1 ≥ t/2 and on that event we have
maxk∈[t/2,t] Sk(um) ≤ −xn + a + L. Hence, the event Ej(m) is empty for any m ≤ it−L−1 and we
can restrict ourselves to the case m ∈ Jit−L−1 + 1, nK. Then, noting that j ≤ s − 1, that Ej(m) is
contained in the event
{
ht(um)− s = −xn + a + t − s, max
k∈[0,s−1]
Sk(um) ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,s−1]
Sk(um) = Sj(um) = −xn + a + L
}
,







Ss + 1 = −xn + a + t − s, max
k∈[0,s−1]
Sk ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,s−1]






Sk ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,j]









applying the Markov property at time j, setting Sk := Sj+k − Sj and using that s ≥ t − L to extend
maxk∈[0,s−j−1] Sk to the time k = s − j. Note that the random walk S fits also the framework of
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Section 6 and that the quantities in (6.1) are bounded as follows in that case: ∆k ≤ 1 and ηk ≤ Cect
c
for any k ≥ 0, using that j ≥ t/2. Applying Lemma 23, we get
P
(




≤ C(L + 2 + s − t)
(s − j)3/2 ≤
C(L + 1)
(s − j)3/2 ≤
C(L + 1)
(t − b − j) 32
,
where the last inequality comes from the fact that s ≥ t − L > t − b > j. On the other hand, applying





Sk ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,j]








if 3t/4 ≤ j ≤ t − 2b,
C(K+1)(xn+1)
t3/2
if t/2 ≤ j < 3t/4,
where in the second case we simply omit the constraint maxk∈[t/2,j] Sk ≤ −xn + a + L and use that


















· (L + 1)
(t − b − j)3/2 ,



















(t − b − j)3/2
)









Since b ≤ 2θ (log n)3/4 + 1, we have log log n/(log n)1/2 ≤ C/b1/2. Then, recalling the definition of b,
this gives the desired bound for this part of the sum over j.
We now deal with the case t − 2b < j ≤ t. Note that, forgetting the constraints on Sk(u) for k > j,
Ej ⊂
{
∃u ∈ Tij : max
k∈[0,j]
Sk(u) ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,j]
Sk(u) = Sj(u) = −xn + a + L
}
.











eθ ht(um)1{maxk∈[0,j] Sk(um)≤K, maxk∈[t/2,j]Sk(um)=Sj(um)=−xn+a+L}
]
,
where we noted that the event in the indicator function is empty if m ≤ ij−1 because in that case
Sj−1(um) = Sj(um) + 1. In particular, note that here τ(m) = j. Using (3.10) as before, the last expecta-







Sk ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,j−1]
Sk ≤ −xn + a + L, Sj + 1 = −xn + a + L
)
≤ Cmγ(eθ−1) (K + 1)
t3/2
,

















≤ Ce−θ(a+L)(K + 1)b
using that e−θj ≤ C(ij)−θγe
θ
, bounding the number of terms in the sum over m by ij and using again
that γ(eθ − 1 − θeθ) = −1. This concludes the proof.
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We can now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2, which implies the upper bound in Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Setting t := τ(n) and using (3.7), it is enough to prove
P(∃u ∈ Tn : ht(u) ≥ t − xn + b) ≤ Cbe−θb.
For this, we first apply Lemma 12 with K = b to work on the event {∀m ≥ 1, ht(um) ≤ τ(m) + b}.
Then, we apply Lemma 13 with all possible values of a ≥ b and L ≥ 0, and K = b. The result follows
from a union-bound.
4 Lower bound for the height
4.1 Strategy
For any integer N ≥ 1, we construct a new tree T(N)n from Tn: we first remove all vertices with labels
2 through N and then attach all of them and all of their children to the root. Note that T
(N)
n has







WN if i = 1,
0 if 2 ≤ i ≤ N,
wi if i ≥ N + 1.
(4.1)
In other words, the sequence w(N) is obtained from w by "transferring" all the weight of vertices 2 to
N to the first vertex, and leaving the rest unchanged. We are going to prove a lower bound for the
height of T
(N)
n , and the lower bound for Tn will follow because ht(Tn) ≥ ht(T(N)n ).













































Then, for some K ≥ 0, the quantity we will use for our first and second moment argument is the





















where ht(um) refers implicitly to the height of um in T
(N)
n . Note that the dependence of Q
(N)
n in K is
also kept implicit. The following lemma gives bounds for the first and second moment of Q
(N)
n .
Lemma 14. For any ε > 0, there exist K0(ε), N0(ε), n0(ε) such that for any K ≥ K0(ε), N ≥ N0(ε) and






































where the constant ρ− is defined in Section 6.2.
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Proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1. Consider some b ≥ 0. The tree Tn is higher than T(N)n so
P
(












m ) ≥ t + γeθ log N + C0 − xm − b
)
, (4.5)
with t such that i
(N)
t ≤ n < i
(N)
t+1 and m := i
(N)
t and using that t ≥ γeθ(log n − log N) − C0 by (4.11),
where C0 is a constant. Now let us fix some ε. We take K = K0(ε) and N = N0(ε) given by Lemma 14
and assume that n is large enough such that m ≥ n0(ε). Then, with b = γeθ log N + C0, we get
P
(































ht(Tn) ≥ γeθ log n − xn − b
)




which proves the lower bound in Theorem 1.
4.2 Preliminaries
Recall we work with an initial sequence w that satisfies assumption (H1,γ) for some γ > 0 and (H2).
In this section, we list some bounds for the quantities depending on the modified sequence w(N).
Anytime we add a superscript (N) to a symbol that was implicitly a function of the weight sequence
w, it corresponds to the analog object for the weight sequence w(N). Constants C, c > 0 that can
change from line to line and O(. . . ) terms can only depend on the initial sequence w, but not on N.
Moreover, we denote by κN a quantity that depends only on N, tends to 0 as N → ∞ and can change
from line to line.
















































Moreover, we have, for any n ≥ 1,
p
(N)
n ≤ Cn−α, (4.9)















n ∨ N . (4.10)
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Concerning the time change i
(N)
k , one can check that, for any k ≥ 1,
i
(N)













1 ≥ N + 1. Note that the last display hold for i
(N)
k ∨ N for all
k ≥ 0.
The remaining part of this section is dedicated to the proof of Lemma 14. From now on, we
consider the tree associated to the sequence w(N), but we will omit the dependence on N in notation,




In this section, we prove (4.3). Applying the many-to-one lemma and setting Sk := Hik − k, we have
E[Qn] = Zn · P
(
St = −xn, max
k∈[0,t/2]








(K − 1) 1
ρ−t3/2
,
applying Lemma 22 and noting that R−(0) = 1. The result follows.
4.4 Second moment
In this section, we prove (4.4), up to the postponed Lemma 15. Recall we assumed n = it. We apply
the many-to-two lemma (Lemma 10) with
F(ht(u(1)), . . . , ht(u(n))) := 1{ht(u(n))=t−xn}1{maxk∈[0,t/2]ht(u(ik))−k≤K}1{maxk∈[t/2,t]ht(u(ik))−k≤−xn},















ℓ · F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H
ℓ





where we bounded ∏ni=ℓ+1(1+ (e
θ − 1)qi1{Hℓi =Hℓi−1}) by ∏
n
i=ℓ+1(1 + (e
θ − 1)qi) = Zn/Zℓ. The follow-
ing lemma gives us bounds for the expectation on the right-hand side of (4.12). We postpone its proof
to the next section.
Lemma 15. Let 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n and let s be the smallest integer such that is ≥ ℓ. Let K ≥ 0 and N ≥ K2.





ℓ · F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H
ℓ















ℓ · F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H
ℓ










(iii) If ℓ = 1, we consider some ε > 0 and let K0 and n0 be the constants given by Lemma 22. If n ≥ n0 and





ℓ · F(Hℓ1, . . . , Hℓn) · F(H
ℓ















We now apply this lemma to conclude the proof of (4.4). We break the sum on the right-hand side
of (4.12) into three terms T1 + T2 + T3, where T1 corresponds to the part where ℓ = 1 and T2 to the
part 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ i⌈3t/4⌉−1 and T3 to the part i⌈3t/4⌉−1 < ℓ ≤ n. First note that, for any k ≥ 1,




(1 − piqi) ≤ pkqk ≤ p2k ,
recalling that qk = wk/Wk ≤ pk. Let start with T1, which is the main term. Since Z1 = 1 and p1 = 1,





















































using (4.8) when s ≥ 2 and simply Zℓ ≥ 1 in the case s = 1. Then, using (4.10) for both terms and






















































(t − s)3 + 1,
proceeding as for T2. Noting that the sum over s is bounded by a constant and e
−θxn ≤ C/(log it)3/2 ≤



































This concludes the proof of (4.4).
4.5 Applying the random walk estimates
In this section, we prove Lemma 15. For this, we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 16. There exists C, c > 0 such that, for any integers t > s ≥ 0, K ≥ 0, ℓ ≥ 1 and N ≥ K2, on the




pi1{Hℓi 6=Hℓi−1} ≤ C · N
−1/4 · e−cs.
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1{Hℓi 6=Hℓi−1} ≤ H
ℓ
is+1
≤ s + 1 + K.


















s + 1 + K · C√
is ∨ N
.
Thanks to (4.11), which holds for s ≥ 1, we can write N ∨ is ≥ C · N · exp(cs), which holds for any




pi1{Hℓi 6=Hℓi−1} ≤ C · N
− 14 ·
(













≤ C · N− 14 · e−cs,
where, we recall, we allow the values of the constants C, c > 0 to change along the computation. This
finishes the proof of the lemma.
In the proof of Lemma 15 we are going to apply several times the results of Section 6 to a variety of
different random walks. All the results of Section 6 depend on two sequences (r, j) and in particular
the error terms are expressed using the quantities introduced in (6.1). In the following lemma, we
provide bounds for those error terms that apply uniformly in all the cases that will arise in the proof
of Lemma 15.
Lemma 17. There exists C, c > 0 such that for any integers t > s ≥ 0, K ≥ 0, ℓ ≥ 1 being such that is ≥ ℓ,
for N ≥
√
K, the following inequalities jointly hold for the quantities below defined in (6.1) for a family of
(r, j) that depends on s, N, K, which we describe below
δ
(r,j)
k ≤ C · N−c · e−c(k+s), for all 1 ≤ k ≤ t − s,
∆
(r,j)
t−s ≤ C · N−c · e−cs,
η
(r,j)
t−s ≤ C · N−c · e−ct.
The inequalities above hold jointly for j = (ik+s − is + 1)k≥0, which implicitly depends on N, and r =
(pis−1+i)i≥2 or (p
ℓ
is−1+i)i≥2 or any realisation of ( p̃
ℓ
is−1+i)i≥2 on the event {∀k ∈ [0, t], H
ℓ
ik
− k ≤ K}.




























The first term of the last display is bounded above by (pik+s−11k+s−1≥1 + pik+s) which is smaller than
CN−αe−α(k+s) using (4.9). Then let us look at the different choices of r.
• If r = (pis−1+i)i≥2, then the second sum is identically equal to 0.











∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cp2i ,
so that using (4.10) and (4.11) allows us to bound the sum by C · N−1 · e−c(k+s).
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• Last, if r is any realisation of ( p̃ℓis−1+i)i≥2 on the event {∀k ∈ [0, t], H
ℓ
ik
− k ≤ K}, recalling that








pi1{Hℓi 6=Hℓi−1} ≤ CN
−1/4e−c(k+s),
using Lemma 16.
In the end, by tuning the constants C, c > 0, we have that in any case, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ t − s,
δ
(r,j)
k ≤ C · N−c · e−cs.













C · N−c · e−c(k+s) ≤ C · N−c · e−cs.





















1/4⌋+s) ≤ C · N−c · e−ct,
where we use (4.10), (4.11) and our previous estimate on δ
(r,j)
j for 1 ≤ j ≤ t − s. This finishes the
proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 15. We set E(ℓ) := E[eθH
ℓ




1, . . . , H
ℓ
n)].























This last conditional probability is equal to
P
(
St−s = −xn − Hℓis + s, max
k∈[0,t−s]









where Sk := (∑
k
j=1 Yj) − k with Yk := ∑
ik+s
i=ik+s−1+1
1Vi≤ p̃ℓi , recalling that p̃
ℓ
i = pi1{Hℓi =Hℓi−1} and the Vi
are i.i.d. uniformly distributed over (0, 1) and independent of Hℓ and H
ℓ
is . The distribution of S then
corresponds to that of S(r,j), for r = ( p̃ℓi−1+is)i≥2 and j = (ik+s − is + 1)k≥0, in the setting of Section 6.
Applying Lemma 23 with K = 0, a = −xn − Hℓis + s and n = t − s to bound this probability, we get






)−xn − Hℓis + s + 1
(t − s)3/2 + 1 + η
(r,j)
t−s ≤
C(−xn − Hℓis + s + 1)
(t − s)3/2 + 1 ,





ℓ F(Hℓ1, . . . , H
ℓ
n)
C(−xn − Hℓis + s + 1)






ℓ F(Hℓ1, . . . , H
ℓ
n)
C(−xn − Hℓℓ + s + 1)




where we used that H
ℓ











− s + xn + 1)














We apply Lemma 23 again to bound the conditional probability appearing in the last display. In
that case the considered random walk is S̃k := (∑
k




that pℓi = pi(1 − qi)/(1 − piqi). The distribution of S̃ then corresponds to that of S(r,j), for r =
(pℓi−1+is)i≥2 and j = (ik+s − is + 1)k≥0, and the conditional probability above can be written as
P
(
S̃t−s = −xn − Hℓis + s, max
k∈[0,t−s]















C(−xn − Hℓℓ + s + 1)
(t − s)3/2 + 1
(−xn − Hℓis + s + 1)









C(−xn − Hℓis−1 + s + 1)
2
(t − s)3 + 1
]
,
using that Hℓis ≥ H
ℓ
ℓ







≤ C. Finally, we apply Lemma 24 to the random
walk Sk := (∑
k
j=1 Yj)− k with Yk := ∑iki=ik−1+1 1Ui≤pi , and we get
E(ℓ) ≤ C
(t − s)3 + 1 e
θ(s−1−xn) (K + 1)
(s − 1)3/2 .
This concludes the proof of Part (i).

















where we replaced the barrier at −xn by a barrier at K at some points. We integrate w.r.t. the random










+ s + 1)
(t − s)3/2 + 1
]
.





C(K − Hℓis−1 + s + 1)
2
(t − s)3 + 1
]
.
Finally, applying Lemma 24, we get the announced result.
Part (iii). We are in the case ℓ = 1, so Hℓ
ℓ
= 0 and E(ℓ) equals
E
[





















Then, we apply Lemma 22 to the random walk S, noting that R−(0) = 1, to get













Applying Lemma 22 to the random walk Ŝ, the result follows.
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5 Diameter of the tree
Proof of Theorem 3. First note that we have diam(Tn) ≤ 2 ht(Tn) so the upper bound follows directly





diam(Tn) ≥ 2γeθ log n −
3
θ
log log n − b
)
≥ 1 − ε.
For this, we will use notation and results from Section 4. By an argument similar to the proof of the







n ) ≥ 2t − 2xn
)
≥ 1 − ε,




n has distribution WRT(w
(N)), where the sequence of weights w(N) is defined
in (4.1). In the rest of this proof, we work only with the tree T
(N)
n for some fixed N that will be chosen
large enough depending on ε afterwards. Therefore, from now on, we omit the dependence in N
in the notation of the various quantities we are considering (including w
(N)
m ). Recall that, for some










ht(um) = t − xn, max
k∈[0,t/2]
ht(um(ik))− k ≤ K, max
k∈[t/2,t]
ht(um(ik))− k ≤ −xn
}
.
Observe that if there are two vertices in T
(N)
n at height t − xn whose most recent common ancestor is
the root, then the diameter of T
(N)
n is at least 2t − 2xn. Hence, recalling that u ∧ v denotes the most









∃u, v ∈ T(N)n : ht(u) = ht(v) = t − xn, u∧ v = u1
)























≤ T2 + T3,
by the many-to-two lemma (Lemma 10), where T2 and T3 were defined in Section 4.4 as parts of the
sum on the right-hand of (4.12) corresponding to 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ i⌈3t/4⌉−1 and i⌈3t/4⌉−1 < ℓ ≤ n respectively.
Then, we proved in (4.14) and (4.15) that
T2 + T3 ≤
Z2n
t3




where the second inequality follows from (4.3) for K, N, n large enough depending on ε only. There-
fore, we get

































applying Chebyshev and Markov inequalities. By Lemma 14, we have Var(Qn) ≤ εE[Qn]2 for K, N, n





n ) ≥ 2t − 2xn
)
≥ P(T1 > 0) ≥ 1 − 6ε,
which concludes the proof.
6 Random walk estimates
The goal of this section is to prove estimates for the probability of events involving a certain inhomo-
geneous random walk (Sk). We will work in the following framework: let r = (ri)i≥2 be a sequence
of real numbers in the interval [0 , 1]. Then, let j = (jk)k≥0 be an increasing sequence of integers with




















− k, for k ≥ 0,










































which are nonnegative numbers that will appear in error terms. Throughout the paper, we make use
of the estimates proved in this section for several choices of (r, j). In particular, for a fixed (r, j), it




s )k≥0 which has the same distribution as
(S
(r′,j′)
k )k≥0 where r
′ = (rjs+i−1)i≥2 and j
′ = (js+k − js + 1)k≥0. In this section, we are going to make
the dependency in (r, j) implicit because those sequences are chosen in different ways throughout
the paper.
6.1 A coupling with an homogeneous random walk
The goal of this section is to prove the following lemma, which will allow us to apply known results
on homogeneous random walks.
Lemma 18. For any m ≥ 0, there exists a random walk Ŝ with jump distribution Poisson(1)− 1 such that
P
(

















It is proved easily by replacing each Yℓ by a Poisson(1) r.v. using the following lemma.
Lemma 19. Let q1, . . . , qn be nonnegative real number, V1, . . . , Vn be independent r.v. uniformly distributed
over (0, 1) and Y := ∑ni=1 1{Vi≤qi}. There exists a r.v. Z with distribution Poisson(1) such that









Proof. On the one hand, it follows from [24, Proposition 1] that the total variation distance between
the distribution of Y and the distribution Poisson(E[Y]) is at most ∑ni=1 q
2
i . On the other hand, by
[3, Equation (2.2)], the total variation distance between Poisson(E[Y]) and Poisson(1) is at most
|E[Y]− 1|. The result follows.
6.2 Known results on the homogeneous random walk
In this section, we state some known results concerning homogeneous random walks. We work in
the particular case of the walk Ŝ, which jumps with distribution Poisson(1)− 1. Hence we are in the
so-called lattice case, because the walk Ŝ can take only integer values.
We first introduce R the renewal function of the first strict ascending ladder height process of the






where (Hk)k∈N is the first strict ascending ladder height process: we set τ0 := 0, H0 := 0 and, for
k ≥ 1, τk := inf{n > τk−1 : Ŝn > Ŝτk−1} and Hk := Ŝτk .
Since E[Ŝ1] = 0 and E[(Ŝ1)
2] < ∞, by Feller [17, Theorem XVIII.5.1 (5.2)], we have E[H1] < ∞.






and therefore there exist also constants CR > cR > 0 such that, for all x ≥ 0,
cR(1 + x) ≤ R(x) ≤ CR(1 + x). (6.3)
Moreover, we denote by R− the renewal function of the first strict ascending ladder height process
for the random walk with jump 1 − Poisson(1) and by ρ− the constant such that R−(x)/x → ρ− as
x → ∞.
We now state a result which is a direct corollary of [31, Proposition 2.8]. Let (γn)n∈N be a sequence
of positive numbers such that γn = o(
√















(1 + o(1)), (6.4)
as n → ∞, uniformly in K ∈ [0, γn], L ∈ [−γn, γn] and a ∈ [0, γn] ∩ (L + Z).
Moreover, Lemma 2.4 of Aïdékon and Shi [5] shows the following upper bound: for λ ∈ (0, 1),





Ŝk ≤ K, max
⌊λn⌋≤i≤n
Ŝi ≤ L, Ŝn = L − a
)
≤ C(K + 1)(a + 1)
n3/2 + 1
. (6.5)
6.3 Estimates on random walk S





≤ P(Y − b ≥ 1)E[Y + 1]
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Proof. By assumption, Y is of the form ∑ni=1 Bi, where the Bi’s are independent Bernoulli r.v. Then let



































≤ P(T ≤ n)E[1 + Y],
and it proves the result.
Lemma 21. For any ε > 0, there exists K0 > 0 that does not depend on (r, j) such that, for K ≥ K0, for any
m ≥ 0, we have
(1 − ε)̺(K − ∆m) ≤ E
[
1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}R(K − Sm)
]
≤ (1 + ε)̺(K + 2∆m).
Proof. Let ε > 0 be fixed. For K large enough, we have for any x ≥
√
K,
(1 − ε)̺x ≤ R(x) ≤ (1 + ε)̺x.
Then, distinguishing between the case Sm > K −
√









K) + (1 + ε)̺E
[
1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}(K − Sm)1{Sm≤K−√K}
]
≤ εK + (1 + ε)̺E
[
1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}(K − Sm)
]
,
for K large enough using (6.3). Proceeding similarly, we have
E
[




1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}R(K − Sm)1{Sm≤K−√K}
]
≥ (1 − ǫ)ρE
[
1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}(K − Sm)1{Sm≤K−√K}
]
≥ −εK + (1 − ε)̺E
[
1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}(K − Sm)
]
.
Hence, it is now sufficient to prove the following bounds
K − ∆m ≤ E
[
1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}(K − Sm)
]
≤ K + 2 + 2∆m. (6.6)
For this, we write
E
[











where τ := inf{k ≥ 0 : Sk > 0}. Recall that, for any k ≤ m, |E[Sk]| ≤ ∆m. Hence, applying
the optimal stopping theorem to the martingale (Sk − E[Sk]) under P−K, we get that −K − ∆m ≤





≤ 2 + ∆m. (6.7)
The lower bound in (6.7) holds because Sτ ≥ 0. For the upper bound, we distinguish according to















































E[Yk − 1] ≤ 2 + ∆m.
This proves the upper bound in (6.7) and hence conclude the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 22. For any ε > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1), there exist K0 > 0 and n0 ≥ 1 that do not depend on (r, j) such









− ηn ≤ P
(
Sn = L − a, max
k∈[0,λn)













Proof. We set m := ⌊n1/4⌋. We apply Markov’s property at time m and get
P
(
Sn = L − a, max
k∈[0,λn)












Sn − Sm = L − a − x, max
k∈[0,λn−m)
Sm+k − Sm ≤ K − x, max
k∈[λn−m,n−m]
Sm+k − Sm ≤ L − x
)
.
Applying Lemma 18, we have
P
(

















Hence, for any x ≥ 0, we have ψ̂(x)− η ≤ ψ(x) ≤ ψ̂(x) + η, where we set
ψ̂(x) := P
(
Ŝn−m = L − a − x, max
k∈[0,λn−m)
Ŝk ≤ K − x, max
k∈[λn−m,n−m]
Ŝk ≤ L − x
)
.
Applying (6.4), there exists n0 ≥ 1, such that for any n ≥ n0, any a, K ∈ J0, n1/4K, any L ∈


















Coming back to (6.8), we can apply what precedes to x = Sm, because we are on the event {Sm ≤ K}















1{maxj≤m Sj≤K}R(K − Sm)
]
+ ηn
and a similar lower bound holds with −ε and −ηn instead of ε and ηn. Applying Lemma 21 (which
determines the choice of K0), it concludes the proof.
Lemma 23. For any λ ∈ (0, 1), there exists C > 0 that does not depend on (r, j) such that, for any n ≥ 0,
any K, a ≥ 0 and any L ∈ R, we have
P
(
Sn = L − a, max
k∈[0,λn)






K + 2∆⌊n1/4⌋ + 1
) a + 1
n3/2 + 1
+ ηn.
The constant C can be chosen uniformly for λ in a compact subset of (0, 1).
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Proof. This lemma is proved similarly as Lemma 22, using (6.5) instead of (6.4) and the upper bound
in (6.6) instead of Lemma 21. The fact that the constant C can be chosen uniformly for λ in a compact
subset of (0, 1) follows from the observation that the considered probability is nondecreasing in λ if
L ≤ K, and nonincreasing in λ otherwise.
Lemma 24. For any λ ∈ (0, 1) and z > 0, there exists C > 0 that does not depend on (r, j) such that, for any













The constant C can be chosen uniformly for λ in a compact subset of (0, 1).














Sk ≤ K, max
k∈[λn,n]














applying Lemma 23. The result follows.
A Concerning assumptions for preferential attachment trees







a + b + k
.
Let us also recall that if β ∼ Beta(a, b), then (1 − β) ∼ Beta(b, a).





)2 for every i ≥ 2. Using the definition of the sequence



















= (1 − βi−1)2,
so that the sequence (Zi)i≥2 is a sequence of independent random variables. Note that since (1 −
βi−1) ∼ Beta(ai, Ai−1 + i − 1), we have
E[Zi] =
ai · (ai + 1)
(Ai + i − 1)(Ai + i)
≤ C · ai(ai + 1)
i2
.









Then, for any n ≥ 0, let Mn := ∑ni=2 Zi − E[Zi], which is a martingale in its own filtration. Let us
prove that this martingale almost surely converges to a limit M∞ = ∑
∞
i=2(Zi − E[Zi]) and that we
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which is what we want to prove. For this, let us use [35, Lemma 37] with q = 2 and α = −1, for






























2ai(ai + 1)(Ai−1 + i − 1)(2ai(Ai + i + 2) + 3(Ai + i))
(Ai + i − 1)2(Ai + i)2(Ai + i + 1)(Ai + i + 2)




































using (HPAT1,ζ ) and (HPAT2 ). This concludes the proof.
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